ABSTRACT Image retargeting methods aim to minimize the perceptual loss while changing sizes and aspect ratios of images. Since optimal retargeting methods for different images are generally not the same, the image retargeting quality assessment (IRQA) becomes a meaningful task. This paper proposes a content-aware image retargeting quality assessment method using foreground and global measurement to achieve better performance. In our proposed method, images are first divided into two categories according to the foreground object detection result, and then different corresponding measurements are designed for them. For those with obvious foreground object, both foreground and global measurement are applied. For others, only global measurement is conducted. Foreground measurement includes two complementary features: the high-level semantic similarity feature and the low-level size ratio feature. Global measurement includes another two features: an improved aspect ratio similarity (ARS) feature and edge group similarity (EGS) feature. Two public databases, i.e., the RetargetMe and CUHK, have been evaluated, and experimental results demonstrate that our method is quite effective, and it also provides state-of-the-art performance in the IRQA. a INDEX TERMS Image retargeting quality assessment, image quality assessment, foreground object quality measurement, semantic similarity feature.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile devices, image retargeting has become an urgent demand. Due to the fixed size and aspect ratio of mobile device, perceptual loss of image retargeting is almost unavoidable. Conventional retargeting methods, such as manual cropping (CR) and linear scaling (SCL), lead to content loss and structure loss respectively. Meanwhile, some content-aware retargeting methods [1] - [8] have been proposed in recent years which reduce overall perceptual loss by preserving more important regions while sacrificing less import regions.
Retargeting methods can be roughly divided into two categories: discrete methods and continuous methods. Discrete methods, e.g. seam-carving (SC) [1] and
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shift-map (SM) [6] , directly remove or insert pixels in less important regions. These operators sometimes cause content loss and lead to discontinuity or artifacts. Continuous methods, e.g. steaming video (SV) [2] , scale-and-stretch (SNS) [3] and non-homogeneous warping (WARP) [4] , generate a sub-pixel level mapping for generating the retargeted image. Although content loss is reduced to a very low level by continuous methods, structure loss and shape distortion become two common issues. A particular retargeting operator cannot always produce the retargeted images with best perceptual quality. Therefore, it is a significant work to develop an effective image retargeting quality assessment method to help choose the best quality retargeted image and to improve retargeting methods. In recent years, some works [11] - [13] show promising performance on IRQA problem. Basically, they partition the image into blocks, measure the quality of each block with a certain designed metric, and adopt saliency maps to produce a global quality score by summating up the saliency weighted FIGURE 1. The overall block diagram of our proposed method. Backward registration [9] and foreground object detection [10] are performed first. We judge image categories by the foreground object detection map, and thus decide whether we should conduct the foreground measurement besides the global measurement.
scores of all the blocks. These low-level block-wise metrics mainly focus on structure loss and distortion, but they hardly involve semantic analysis of image content. IRQA is a kind of image aesthetic quality assessment, and it highly depends on the semantic component of images [14] . Therefore, it is significant to analyze the semantic component of images when evaluating image retargeting quality. Besides, existing methods neglect the inherent differences within different attributes of images, and they attempt to measure the perceptual quality of all images in a same evaluation standard.
From our observation, for images with obvious foreground object, we believe that individual analysis on foreground object is quite essential in IRQA. The main reasons are as follows: 1) the basic purpose of image retargeting is to protect the quality of salient contents, and thus the quality of foreground object is crucial to the overall quality. 2) the semantic analysis of image contents is complex. If we only measure the quality of the most important semantic component, i.e. the foreground object, then the analysis can be simplified while it remains effective. 3) the tolerance level of visual distortions in foreground is lower than that in background. Therefore, we define semantic similarity as a semantic loss and calculate the size change of foreground object to represent the perceptual loss of foreground object. While for images without obvious foreground object, we believe that the perceptual quality is mostly depended on the change of global structure, and thus we apply a global measurement for them.
Based on the aforementioned consideration, we propose a content-aware image retargeting assessment method in this paper, which is a IRQA framework by respectively designing the most suitable assessing measurement for two attributes of images, i.e. images with and without obvious foreground object. Our framework is the first one to design different measurement for different attributes of images. The overall framework is shown in Fig.1 . First, the backward registration [9] is used to estimate the pixel-level correspondence between the original and retargeted images. Then, we divide images into two categories according to the foreground object detection result, and design different corresponding measurements for them. For those with obvious foreground object, we apply both foreground and global measurement. For others, only global measurement is conducted. Foreground measurement includes two complementary features of different levels: the high-level semantic similarity feature and low-level size ratio feature. The high-level semantic similarity feature is extracted to measure the similarity of foreground object output from a pre-trained neural network between original images and retargeted images. The low-level size ratio feature is calculated as the size change ratio of foreground object between original images and retargeted images. Global measurement includes another two features: an improved aspect ratio similarity (ARS) feature and edge group similarity (EGS) feature in [12] . For images with obvious foreground object, the quality of foreground regions plays a much more important role than background regions, while for images without obvious foreground object, the gap of importance between foreground quality and background quality is much smaller and thus we should take consideration about the global quality. Therefore, in our method, the saliency model that we adopt for images with foreground object or not are different. Finally, a learned model is used to predict the perceptual quality of retargeted images. Experiments on feature analysis in the section V demonstrate that the foreground measurement is very effective to evaluate the overall quality.
Although it is already a widely adopted approach to encode semantic components with CNN, and ARS and EGS have been used in [12] , our main contribution is that we establish a framework, in which we respectively design the most suitable assessing measurement for two attributes of images. Moreover, when extracting the semantic feature by CNN, our method focus on the foreground object and keep the original aspect ratio to maintain the key information in the preprocessing process. Therefore, this kind of feature is a more powerful representation of semantic content.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some related works on IRQA. In Section III, we describe technical details of our foreground measurement. Section IV introduces global measurement. Experimental results and analysis are given in section V. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, many works [15] - [19] paid more attention in certain types of image quality assessment (IQA). Different from IQA, original images and retargeted images in IRQA were not in the same resolution. Therefore, structural similarity index (SSIM) [20] and peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [21] , which were widely used as metrics in IQA, were not suitable to measure the quality of retargeted images in IRQA.
Early image distance metrics, e.g. Edge Histogram (EH) [22] , Color Layout (CL) [23] , Bi-Directional Similarity (BDS) [24] , SIFT-flow [9] and Earth mover's distance [25] , have shown poor performance when predicting the image retargeting quality in the comparative study [26] . Recent studies took advantage of SIFT flow [9] to attain the alignment between original and retargeted images, making further analysis become available. Fang et al. [27] proposed IR-SSIM which applied SSIM between the matched local patches of original and retargeted images. Liang et al. [28] creatively considered aesthetics and symmetry measurement and achieved well correlated prediction with the subjective assessment. In [29] , seven elaborate metrics were designed and all the features are fused using a General Regression Neural Network(GRNN). Jiang et al. [30] focused on learning a sparse representation of an image that contains distortion sensitive features. Oliveira et al. [31] measured the loss of relevant content and visual artifacts created in retargeted images in a bi-directional approach. Zhang et al. [32] analyzed in three levels including region-level, patch-level and pixel-level and made effort in detecting deformation inconsistency. Chen et al. [33] take advantage of gabor filters to extract log-Gabor statistical features and considered global structure distortion as well as salient area loss. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a simple but effective metric called aspect ratio similarity (ARS), which separated the original image into squares and took a consideration of the aspect ratio similarity between the original square and the corresponding patch in the retargeted image. In [12] , two other measurements including edge group similarity (EGS) and face block similarity (FBS) have been complemented to improve the performance. Fu et al. [13] extracted texture feature and semantic feature using outputs of different layers in VGG16 besides some traditional hand-craft features.
The above methods mostly focused on low-level features and lack consideration in terms of semantic information. Besides, they only considered images as a whole and hardly involved specially designed analysis on foreground object. Two recent works [12] , [13] did involve some attempt in either semantic analysis or individual analysis on foreground object. The semantics similarity measurement proposed in [13] uses a pre-trained convolutional neural network to encode the semantic components information of an image into a feature vector (denoted as semantic feature vector). Semantic component loss of a retargeted image is then measured by using an empirically designed similarity metric to evaluate the similarity between the semantic feature vectors of retargeted image and original image. However, they directly reshape the image to the input size of network, which causes two major problems: 1) Aspect ratio is a key factor of perceptual quality but the original aspect ratio information is completely lost due to the resizing operation; 2) All the semantic components of the whole image are encoded into one semantic feature vector in combination, which is a weak representation of semantic information. Face block similarity proposed in [12] has achieved a promising performance improvement in images with faces by specially measuring ARS of face blocks. However, the considered semantic component is simplified to one certain types of foreground object, i.e. human faces. Besides, semantic information requires high-level analysis but they only adopt one low-level feature, i.e. ARS feature. From our point of view, it is necessary that we should focus on the semantic loss of foreground object, not all components or a special case (e.g. faces).
III. FOREGROUND MEASUREMENT
Most existing studies adopt global saliency map to produce an overall quality assessment while they neglect the particularity of foreground object. Since the main factors of perceptual quality for images with and without foreground objects are quite different, the classification of images is necessary by judging whether they contain foreground objects. Therefore, we propose to conduct foreground object detection, and adopt two complementary features to measure the quality of retargeted images.
We first perform foreground detection on original images, and decide whether images contain obvious foreground object. If images have an obvious foreground object, we respectively extract the foreground object in original images and retargeted images, and design a foreground measurement as follows: 1) a special designed input adaption is used to produce the foreground object patches from both original images and retargeted images, and two foreground object patches are fed to a pre-trained CNN respectively to extract their semantic features. The similarity of these two semantic features is our semantic similarity measurement. 2) we calculate the ratio of foreground object pixels in original images and retargeted images to represent our size change ratio feature.
A. FOREGROUND OBJECT DETECTION
Saliency maps adopted in previous IRQA are not directly applied into the foreground object detection because they only present coarse relative importance of different pixels. Therefore, these traditional saliency detection methods fail to generate an accurate foreground object detection result. By contrast, some attention mechanism based convolutional neural networks (CNN) have achieved great success on saliency detection. In our work, we introduce a saliency model, i.e. PiCANet [10] , to detect the foreground object, which detects salient objects more accurately when comparing with other deep learning methods [34] - [36] . We apply PiCANet to extract the image saliency map in IRQA benchmark datasets, and some foreground object detection results are shown in Fig. 2 . It is obvious that image saliency maps with obvious foreground object have larger saliency values in foreground areas than those without obvious foreground object. To distinguish images with and without foreground object, we calculate the mean saliency value of pixels in salient area, and select a threshold η to judge. The mean saliency value of salient area, denoted as S fod , is calculated by:
where the foreground object detection map M fod is the resized output of PiCANet, p represent the pixel position and saliency value in position p is denoted as S(p). We only consider the mean of pixel saliency value, and thus N is the total number of pixels with non-zero saliency values. Then we can judge whether the original image contains an obvious foreground object depending on whether S fod > η. In our work, we set η = 60 empirically.
B. SEMANTICS SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNN) has achieved great success in many high-level semantic related tasks [37] - [42] . CNN can absorb knowledge from quantities of data, and can learn to extract semantic features for image classification. The idea of encoding the semantic information using the hidden layer output of CNN is actually widely used in the area of face detection [43] and person reidentification [44] . Therefore, we propose to introduce CNN to extract the semantic information of foreground object for further analysis. However, it remains a challenging problem to directly apply CNN to solve IRQA. On the one hand, CNN generally requires input images to have a fixed size, but the change of aspect ratio itself is a crucial factor to affect the quality of retargeted images. Therefore, it is not acceptable to directly resize both original image and retargeted image to the same specific size. On the other hand, a large amount of data is required for training CNN, but the existing IRQA datasets contain few data due to the high cost of manually labeling. Besides, the overall quality of a retargeted image relies on not only itself but also the comparison with its corresponding original image.
To overcome this limitation, we first design a input adaption method to meet the same size requirement of network without changing the aspect ratio. After the input adaption, we use a pre-trained VGG16 network [37] to extract semantic features from original and retargeted images. Here VGG16 network is a pre-trained CNN on IMAGE-NET [45] which contains images of 1000 categories. In [46] , experimental results indicate that higher layers of CNN represent the high-level semantic information. In our work, the penultimate layer output of VGG16 network, also denoted as fc7, is adopted to represent the semantic feature vectors. Finally, the cosine similarity of semantic feature vectors between original and retargeted images is calculated to measure the perceptual quality of foreground object in retargeted images.
1) NETWORK INPUT ADAPTION
The foreground object mask for original image is generated by the image binarization of M fod , where the binarized threshold is given empirically as δ = 100. we use M o fod to denote the binarized result of M fod . For comparison with retargeted images, the foreground object mask for retargeted images, denoted as M r fod , is generated from M o fod based on the backward registration. For each of them, we crop the foreground object with the minimum available rectangle. Finally, we scale the cropped foreground object images and conduct zero-padding to attain the 224 × 224 output images, which is suitable for VGG16 network input. This process is shown in Fig. 3 .
2) SEMANTIC QUALITY METRIC
Following many effective works in face recognition and person re-identification, e.g. [43] , [44] , we adopt the penultimate layer output (denoted as the semantic feature vector) as a good representation of semantic information. These works measure the similarity of semantic feature vectors to judge whether two images contains the same person, which inspires us to measure the similarity of semantic information to judge the information loss in the same way. Therefore, for an original image and the corresponding retargeted image, we perform the input adaption, and feed them to the pre-trained VGG16 network respectively. The penultimate layer outputs of two networks are considered as the semantic feature vectors, and then we calculate the cosine similarity of these two vectors to measure the semantic quality of foreground object in retargeted images. The semantic quality Q sem is denoted as:
where f o and f r is the semantic feature vector for original and retargeted images respectively, and . is the l 2 norm. Fig. 4 shows the predicted semantic quality Q sem by our method for 'butterfly' image set and 'car' image set. As for set 'butterfly', we notice that the scores of SCL and WARP are obviously lower than others while the score for CR is 1. This indicates that squeezing and cropping of foreground object both lead to significant quality reduction. Meanwhile, the score for CR is 1 because the foreground object is not squeezed or cropped at all. Actually, distortion and discontinuity are also two factors that lead to quality reduction. As for set 'car', SC doesn't squeeze the car as much as SCL, while the score of the retargeted image is still lower than that using SCL because of distortion. Similarly, SM barely squeezes the car, but the score of the retargeted image is also lower than that of CR because of discontinuity. In summary, our semantic similarity measurement is related to squeezing, cropping, distortion and discontinuity at the same time, and the final score of the semantic similarity measurement can be considered as a comprehensive assessment for these four factors.
C. SIZE CHANGE RATIO MEASUREMENT
Although the semantic quality is an effective metric because it takes many factors into account such as squeezing, cropping, distortion and discontinuity, it ignores the image scaling of foreground object. Some retargeting methods such as SV and SNS prevent the aspect ratio of foreground object from changing by shrinking it, which usually leads to quality reduction. Therefore, we adopt the ratio of foreground object pixels between original with retargeted images to represent the change of size by:
where |·| stands for the number of the set.
As shown in Fig. 5 , Q sem of operator SV, SC and SNS are 0.9946, 0.9909 and 0.9964 respectively, and they are very close. However, these three retargeted images have different votes. The semantic quality values are not consistent with votes, but the size change ratio Q size are highly consistent with votes. Therefore, we suggest that Q sem and Q size are two complementary features, and they are both necessary for measuring the foreground object quality in IRQA.
IV. GLOBAL MEASURES
Besides the quality of foreground object, and the global quality is also an important factor. Moreover, some images do not have obvious foreground object at all. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the global quality of retargeted images as well. In [12] , ARS and EGS are two effective global features, and thus we adopt these two global features, and improve ARS to adapt our framework.
A. ASPECT RATIO SIMILARITY
ARS is a simple but effective low-level feature which mainly considers structure loss and content loss of local blocks. First of all, the original image is partitioned into squares of pixel size 16 × 16. According to the backward registration results, the mapped pixel sets corresponding to each square are then attained. To measure the quality of each block in the original image, the quality of each block s ar is given by:
where r w and r h are width and height change ratios of bounding boxes, and r m = (r w + r h )/2 is regarded as the absolute size change. C is a small constant for stability and we choose C = 10 −6 . In Eq.4, the left part concentrates on aspect ratio change while the right part considers the affect of content loss. These two complementary measures are combined using a parameter α to adjust the balance between structure loss and content loss. A larger α results in more penalty for content loss. In [12] , the quality of ARS Q ARS is calculated by the weighted sum of the quality of each block s ar , where w(i) is the saliency weight for the i th block, and it is evaluated by summing the normalized pixel-wise saliency values in the i th block. In [12] , a saliency extraction method [48] is adopted. From our observation, it is not very suitable to match the requirement of ARS for images without obvious foreground object. As shown in Fig. 6 , saliency values of saliency map [48] mainly concentrate on the local region, and it generally leads to neglecting the importance of global quality when evaluating images without obvious foreground object. On the contrary, the saliency values of GBVS [47] are smoother and more uniform in the global region. The more saliency values exist in the global region, the more effective quality score is generated for images without obvious foreground object. Therefore, we replace the saliency extraction method [48] with GBVS when evaluating images without obvious foreground object.
B. EDGE GROUP SIMILARITY
Broken and distorted lines and edges are two common reasons why people dislike a retargeted image [26] . Distortion of straight lines and smooth curves are usually the decisive factors for the overall quality. Sometimes the contour distortion also leads to artifacts that cause serious deterioration to VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Comparison of GBVS [47] and the saliency extraction method [48] . The first row contains 3 original images without obvious foreground object. The second row is the GBVS saliency maps and the third row is the quantized saliency maps of GBVS saliency maps. The fourth row is the saliency maps proposed in [48] and the fifth row is the quantized saliency maps of [48] perceptual quality. Therefore, the edge distortion should be modeled into IRQA.
The following part is a brief introduction of the implementation to measure edge group similarity [12] . The initial edge map is first generated using the structure edge detector in [49] . The non-maximum suppression (NMS) [50] and edge group clustering procedures [51] are performed to obtain sparse edge group representation. For each edge group EG k in the retargeted image, the corresponding edge group EG k in the original image is matched according to the backward registration results. Chamfer matching [52] is then applied to calculate the distance between edge group maps of original image and retargeted image. The chamfer distance is denoted as d CM EG k , EG k . Finally, the overall edge group similarity is calculated by
where β can adjust the distribution of score and N is the number of edge groups.
V. EXPERIMENT
We conduct experiments on two databases, i.e. RetargetMe and CUHK, and experimental results show that our proposed method provides state-of-the-art performance. Introduction and performance on both databases are given as follows. In addition, feature and parameter study are given for further analysis.
A. DATASET INTRODUCTION 1) RETARGETME
MIT RetargetMe database contains 37 sets of images. Each set contains an original image and eight corresponding retargeted images using different operators. Retargeting operators including CR, SV [2] , MOP [5] , SC [1] , SCL, SM [6] , SNS [3] , WARP [4] are applied to generate retargeted images with 50% or 25% size reduction in height or width. Votes for each retargeted image are collected in the way of pair-wise comparison. Volunteers are given two retargeted images in the same image set, and required to vote for retargeted images of better quality. In a certain image set, any two operators have been compared, and each pair of images appears the same frequency. Therefore, the collected total votes for each retargeted image can represent its subjective perceptual quality.
We follow previous works and adopt Kendall rank correlation coefficient (KRCC) [53] to measure the correlation between subjective rank and objective rank.
where N r and N d are consistent pairs number and inconsistent pairs number respectively, and N = N r + N d . If the objective rank is completely consistent with subjective rank, then N r equals the total number of compared pairs and thus KRCC = 1. If two ranks are completely inconsistent, on the contrary, we have KRCC = −1. We should notice that these two cases are essentially the same because we can arbitrarily choose whether a higher or a lower predicted score represents a higher perceptual quality. When a proposed method gives a totally uncorrelated quality prediction with the subjective rank, theoretically we will have N r = N d and thus KRCC = 0.
2) CUHK
CUHK database [55] contains 57 sets of images. Each set contains an original image and three corresponding retargeted images. Besides the eight operators in RetargetMe database, optimized seam-carving and scale [7] and energy-based deformation [8] are also applied. Different from RetargetMe database, three retargeted images in the same set possibly have different reduction in size. Meanwhile, five-level scores are collected to generate Mean Objective Scores (MOS) instead of the preference of image pairs. For CUHK database, subjective scores and objective scores are compared using four metrics: Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC), Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC), root mean squared error (RMSE) and outlier ratio (OR). The outlier ratio represents the percentage of retargeted images whose mapped scores are not inside the interval [MOS − 2σ, MOS + 2σ ], where MOS and σ are the mean and the deviation of objective scores respectively. An effective objective quality assessment method generally has high PLCC and SRCC while RMSE and OR are contrarily low. In [55] , there is a non-linear mapping between subjective scores and objective scores. The mapping function is shown as:
where β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 are mapping parameters produced by non-linear fitting and the mapping target is fitting subjective scores with objective scores.
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
We empirically set the threshold η (η = 60) for estimating whether an image has obvious foreground object and the binarization threshold δ (δ = 100) for generating the mask M o fod from the foreground object M fod . Since we switch from the original saliency map [48] to GBVS [47] , we provide a study on the effect of different α in RetargetMe. As shown in Fig. 7 , ARS based on GBVS is generally more effective than based on the original saliency map [48] when α changes from 0 to 1 with the stride of 0.1. For saliency map [48] , the highest mean KRCC of D nf is 0.435 when α = 0.3, while for GBVS, the highest mean KRCC is 0.494 when α = 0.9. As for EGS, we follow [12] and set β = 0.2.
C. PERFORMANCE ON RETARGETME
We follow MLF [12] and adopt SVM rank [56] in the way of leave one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) to attain the FIGURE 7. Mean KRCC on D nf of retargetMe using different saliency map and different α. The original saliency map is from [48] and GBVS is from [47] .
objective rank. Based on our foreground object detection result, the original 37 images are divided into two groups, i.e. images D f with obvious foreground object (26 images) and images D nf without obvious foreground object (11 images). Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is applied in SVM rank and we follow the parameters in open-source code of [12] where γ = 2 3.2 and C = 2 4.8 .
The mean and standard deviation of KRCC are presented in TABLE 1. As shown in TABLE 1, when comparing our method with existing best methods, mean KRCC values on attribute ''Foreground Objects'' and ''Texture'' have been improved significantly by 13.8% and 20.4% respectively. We believe that our foreground measurement contributes to the improvement on attribute ''Foreground Objects'', and our adjustment of image saliency maps contributes to the improvement on attribute ''Texture Objects''. When comparing the overall performance, the overall mean KRCC of our method is 0.552, which is 7.8% higher than that of state-ofthe-art method (MLF [12] ), whose mean KRCC is 0.512. To further analyze the performance of different images set, i.e. D f and D nf , the subset performance comparison between [12] and our method are given in TABLE 2 and Fig.8 as well. As shown in TABLE 2 and Fig.8 , we achieve great improvement on both sets compared to MLF. We check the foreground object detection result manually, and find that all 18 sets of attribute ''Foreground Objects'' are included in D f . Therefore, we are convinced that our foreground measures contribute to the great improvement on the attribute of ''Foreground Objects'', and it proves the effectiveness of our specifically designed measures for foreground object.
We also follow the two types of top3 ranking KRCC evaluation in [12] . Case I considers only the pairs s.t.
Here i, j are indices of the two retargeted images to compare, and rank s , rank o represent the subjective rank and objective rank respectively. Both evaluations skip the comparison within retargeted images whose rank is low. As shown in TABLE 3, the overall mean KRCC of our method is 0.634 in the case I, which is 18.9% higher than the best traditional method PGDIL [54] , and the overall mean KRCC of our method is 0.664 in the case II, which is 12.7% higher than the best traditional method MLF [12] . Another metric proposed in [12] is rank-n accuracy, which aims to examine the ability to select the most favored retargeted image. Here, rank-n accuracy is the percentage of sets where the top-n ranked retargeted images include the retargeted image with most subjective votes. As shown in Fig. 9 , the most favored retargeted images in 54.1% sets have the highest objective scores using our method, and the improvement is huge when comparing with ARS [11] , whose rank-1 accuracy is only 29.7%. Although the rank-2 accuracy of MLF [12] is 56.7%, we achieve an even better rank-2 accuracy, which is 81.1%. The rank-3 accuracy of our method shows that more than 90% sets are included in top-3 objective scored retargeted images, which means that our method has a strong ability to pick out the most subjectively liked retargeted images.
D. PERFORMANCE ON CUHK
When testing on CUHK, we are more concerned about fitting the subjective scores with the objective scores. Therefore, we follow the five-fold cross-validation training using SVR applied in [12] to generate the fused objective scores. The training procedure is conducted on D f and D nf respectively using different combination of features. Since features adopted in D f and D nf are different, we don't use the same parameter setting for these two sets. The optimal parameters γ and C are chosen by grid search for these two sets. In D f , γ = 2 −1.2 and C = 2 0.8 . In D nf , γ = 2 2.7 and C = 2 3.9 . To reproduce the experiment results of [12] , we adopt the parameter setting γ = 2 3.1 and C = 2 4.3 . According to our foreground object detection results, D f consists of 41 images and D nf consists of 16 images in CUHK. Following the experimental setting in [12] , we conduct five-fold cross-validation training on D f and D nf individually, and then take the median performance of 1000 times train-test random split. In order to compare the performance of [12] with our method, we have attempted to reproduce the experiment result in [12] . The results are produced by training 1) on the whole CUHK dataset, i.e. on both D f and D nf , 2) on D f individually, 3) on D nf individually. In TABLE 4 we present the performance of other methods. The result shows that our proposed method outperforms all other methods, and it has great improvement on D f and D nf in PLCC compared to [12] . Although we have a higher OR compared to [12] , the outlier coefficient in [55] shows that the subjective assessments of different people are inherently not totally consistent. In CUHK database, 15 images are recognized as the outlier following the subjective assessments of different people, i.e. OR = 0.0877. In our experiment, 12 images are considered as the outlier, i.e. OR = 0.0702. Therefore, our performance of OR is acceptable.
E. FEATURE ANALYSIS
To further study the effect of each single feature and the complementarity of features, we test on each single feature and some designed combination of features. Results of RetargetMe database and CUHK database are shown in TABLE 5  and TABLE 6 . As shown in TABLE 5, the best performance for attributes lines/edges, texture, geometric structures and symmetry is achieved using the combination of Q ars , Q egs and Q size while the best performance for the whole set, attributes faces/people and foreground objects is achieved using all four features. This indicates that Q sem and Q size have their own advantages on image sets of different attributes. In [13] , the semantic measurement is also proposed, the mean KRCC of semantic measurement is only −0.0676. However, the mean KRCC of our semantic measurement Q sem is 0.346. It indicates that our proposed semantic measurement is much more effective than semantics similarity measurement proposed in [13] . If only using the feature setting Q ars and Q egs , the mean KRCC of RetargetMe is 0.519 on set D f . The improvement ratio is 6.4% after adding feature Q sem , and the improvement ratio is 11.1% after adding both Q sem and Q size . Similarly, as shown in TABLE 6, PLCC of CUHK is 0.6969 when using the feature setting Q ars and Q egs . The improvement ratio is 5.8% after adding feature Q sem , and the improvement ratio is 11.3% after adding both Q sem and Q size . Therefore, we conclude that the foreground and global measurement are indeed complementary to solve IQRA.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a content-aware image retargeting assessment method using foreground and global measurement to provide objective scores for retargeted images. First, the backward registration [9] was used to estimate the pixel-level correspondence between the original and retargeted images. Then, images were divided into two categories according to the foreground object detection result, and different corresponding measurements were designed for them. For those with obvious foreground object, both foreground and global measurement were applied. For others, only global measurement was conducted. Foreground measurement included two complementary features of different levels: the high-level semantic similarity feature and low-level size ratio feature. When extracting the high-level semantic similarity features, a network input adaption method was specially designed to avoid the semantic information loss, and two pre-trained convolutional neural networks were adopted because of small scale data in IRQA. The low-level feature was the size change ratio of foreground object between original images and retargeted images. Global features included the improved ARS and EGS, whom were weighted by the saliency map of GBVS. Finally, a learned model was used to predict the perceptual quality of retargeted images. When experimenting on two public databases (i.e. RetargetMe and CUHK), our method achieved state-of-the-art performance comparing with other existing methods. For further improvement, we thought that we should pay more attention to semantic content analysis to achieve better performance in IRQA.
